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About TGS-NOPEC

A leading global provider of non-exclusive (multi-client) 
seismic data, well log data, and derivatives to the oil & 
gas industry. 
Major offices in Oslo and Houston. Regional offices in 
London, Perth, and Moscow.
Led by an experienced team of geoscience 
professionals. Approximately 500 employees.
A solid financial performer with a strong balance sheet 
and an excellent track record of profitability. Traded on 
Oslo Stock Exchange (OSLO:TGS). 
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Data and GIS at TGS

We have a lot of data
There is approximately 1 petabyte of seismic data
Customer ownership and orders are worldwide but must be tracked 
at a very granular level with mapping accuracy within 1 meter
Our 2D seismic order lines SDE layer contains about 20 million 
features and is constantly growing

ESRI tools for mapping
Data stored in ArcSDE and Shape/PGDB files
ArcGIS on the desktop and ArcIMS on the web

Microsoft application platform
Microsoft .NET
Microsoft SQL Server 2005
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The Business Case

We have many web-based mapping applications in use 
by different business units

Seismic order entry system
Internal data library and order viewer
External data library viewer used by customers
Well log ordering system
Integrated products viewer

All have similar mapping functions but are currently 
independent applications using different technologies

Custom web viewer using ArcView 3.3
ASP.NET wrapper around ArcIMS
ArcIMS HTML Viewer
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Goals for New Mapping Platform

Migrate to a unified mapping platform to allow different 
applications to share code and data
Ability to imbed maps into existing web applications
Provide a stable and extensible platform
Make the web applications more interactive and user 
friendly

Additional filtering capabilities
Better printing and exporting
AJAX-based user interfaces
Faster performance
Better security
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Platform Considerations

Other mapping platforms
Google Maps
Microsoft Virtual Earth
Many others

Decided to move ahead with ArcGIS Server
Data already in ESRI formats
Technical expertise of current team
Rich feature set for use in oil and gas applications (sophisticated 
labeling, dynamic segmentation, etc)
Integration with other ESRI tools already at TGS
New 9.2 ADF framework using .NET technologies
Promise of ability to extend with ArcGIS features (PDF printing,
custom projections, etc)
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The Implementation

A single ASP.NET 2.0 User Control
Encapsulates a map and all basic tools needed to manipulate the 
map
Expose simple properties and methods for basic GIS functions
The building block for a reusable mapping platform

Why do this extra work?
Allows developers to add maps to existing ASP.NET applications
Enables departments with limited ArcGIS programming experience 
to add maps to applications
Encourage code sharing
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User Control Architecture Diagram
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User Control Highlights

Takes advantage of the ASP.NET and ESRI callback 
framework
Uses style sheets so we can change look and feel
Incorporates auto-resize to allow dynamic map size 
changes
Customized table of contents that hides and docks
Uses web configuration file with custom sections such 
as setting definition queries during initial page load
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User Control API

Helper classes exposed as public properties
Encapsulates the complexities of the ArcGIS ADF and server APIs
Custom ArcGIS Server object extension for some heavy lifting and
ease of development 

Server side properties for things like image server name, service 
names, and image format
Server side methods such as visibility, zoom, and select
Client side Javascript API

TGS.aspNet.doCustomCallback(“ChangeProjection”, “Mercator”) 
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User Control Features
Built in tools

Navigation - zoom in/out, pan, full extent, back/forward
Identify
Select by rectangle and polygon
Measure
Magnifier
Overview map
Printing and exporting
Change coordinate system

Built in operations
Zooming to features and layers
Set layer properties (visibility, definition query, active layers, etc)
Feature manipulation (selection, highlighting, etc)
Graphics manipulation
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Zoom to Layer – Standard ADF Framework
Zoom to the features of a layer based on a query

Get Map Functionality
Check if the input layer is a Feature Layer
Get SelectionSet of the Features based on the query
Get Geometry of the SelectionSet

Get ADF Web Envelope from the Geometry
Set the extent of the Map Control to the above ADF Web Envelope
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Zoom to Layer – Mapping User Control

The same operation using User Control
WebUserControl.MapUtility.ZoomToLayer(“WorldCoastline”, 
”CountyName = “’United States’”, 5.0)

All of the code in previous slide is encapsulated into the 
mapping User Control

Common operations
Bugs are fixed in central place across all applications
Error handling and exceptions

Intimate knowledge of the ESRI API’s is less important
Users can create basic mapping applications without knowing what
a MapFunctionality is!
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Challenges

Platform Immaturity
Steep learning curve
Limited documentation
Many service packs – break or change functionality

Map Tips ADF WebControl doesn’t work inside a User Control
Redundant callbacks from the table of contents control (fixed in SP3)
Graphics Layer functionality in ADF prior to sp4 doesn’t have a 
default renderer which caused code to break when sp4 was installed

General instability – lots of workarounds were needed
Difficulty extending beyond basic features
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Successes

Mapping platform code finished in October
First application built on new mapping platform was an 
internal data viewer

Allows users to view the TGS data library and customer order history 
together on the same map
Incorporates extensive use of AJAX to simulate a desktop 
application
Integrates with SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services
Uses windows authentication for robust security
Initial version released to select users in November 2007
Released to production in Feb 2008
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EarthSpring Map Demo
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Next Steps

Still tweaking .MXD files to add features and improve 
performance
Implement more caching strategies – difficult because 
of dynamic nature of our data
Add geoprocessing tasks to the platform
Make user control more interactive

Tool tips
Hyperlinks directly on map

Additional applications built on mapping platform
Application development should much quicker because of significant 
code reuse
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ArcGIS Server 9.2 Tricks and Tips

Memory management 
Need to make sure that any server contexts and COM objects 
created are released properly

Pooled Services
Application should not change the state of the pooled instance
Ensure the instance is returned to the pool in a timely manner
http://webhelp.esri.com/arcgisserver/9.2/dotNet/manager/publishing/t
uning_services.htm

Be careful with ADF timeouts
There are multiple timeout settings with ArcGIS Server
http://edndoc.esri.com/arcobjects/9.2/NET_Server_Doc/developer/A
DF/timeouts.htm
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Tricks and Tips

Server objects instead of ADF
Using many fine-grained ArcGIS Server ArcObjects API calls cause 
performance degradation because of cross process calls 
Using Server Object Extensions results in better performance in 
these situations

MXD creation for ArcGIS Server
Scale dependent rendering
Use simple symbols and labeling (ESRI_Optimized)
http://blogs.esri.com/Support/blogs/mappingcenter/archive/2007/07/0
9/esri-optimized-style-available-in-arcgis-9-2.aspx
Doing attribute search before a spatial search sometimes speeds up 
rendering
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Summary

TGS has developed a new mapping platform based on 
ArcGIS Server 9.2
There were a few bumps during implementation
ArcGIS Server and the Web ADF is a viable platform for 
complex data intensive web applications
A generic framework is definitely more resource 
intensive
A framework should provide the benefits of code 
sharing and reuse as additional applications are 
developed 


